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ORBITAL PARAMETERS FOR INDUCED AND

RESTRICTED REPRESENTATIONS

RONALD L. LIPSMAN

Abstract. General formulas for the spectral decomposition of both induced

and restricted representations are laid out for the case of connected Lie groups

H c G. The formulas—which detail the actual spectrum, the multiplicités,

and the spectral measure—are in terms of the usual parameters in the so-called

orbit method. A proof of these formulas is given in the nilpotent situation.

The proof is much simpler than a previously obtained proof using nilpotent

algebraic geometry. It is also capable of generalization to nonnilpotent groups.

With that in mind, many new examples are presented for semisimple and sym-

metric homogeneous spaces. Also, a start is made in the case of exponential

solvable homogeneous spaces with the treatment of both normal and conormal

subgroups.

Introduction

We are concerned here with one of the basic problems in modern Lie group

representations. How do we decompose a general induced representation

Ind^ v into irreducible unitary representations of C7 ? Even in the case that

v is trivial, there is no general prescription for decomposing the quasi-regular
C )

representation Ind^ 1 of G on L (G/H). If H itself is trivial, we have the

regular representation—then a great deal is known, both in the abstract (the

Plancherel theorem) and for specific categories of groups G. On the other

hand, with two exceptions, little progress had been registered until very recently

in the study of the general quasi-regular representation. The two exceptions are:

first, H a lattice subgroup of G (i.e., H discrete with G/H of finite volume);

and second, G/H Riemannian symmetric (i.e., G connected semisimple and

H the (compact) stabilizer of a Cartan involution). Attention has focused on

general homogeneous spaces in recent years for two reasons. One is the ad-

vances made in the study of non-Riemannian symmetric spaces. The second is

the relatively new subject of applications of group representations to solvabil-

ity properties of (invariant) differential equations on groups and homogeneous

spaces. The Plancherel theory of the quasi-regular representation is an impor-

tant tool in those applications.
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How might one approach the problem of giving a descriptive decomposition

of the quasi-regular representation? The answer must be in terms of one of three

possible kinds of parameters: semisimple parameters, Mackey machine param-

eters, or orbit method parameters. For semisimple homogeneous spaces, the

former may be the best—but these are unlikely to suggest a recipe for the gen-

eral case. As with the representation theory of solvable Lie groups, the Mackey

machine can be activated to handle most specific nonsemisimple homogeneous

spaces, but no general picture emerges this way. The orbit method is the best

hope for a general picture. Our basic objective is to give an orbital description

of the decomposition of an induced representation Ind^ v . Such a decompo-

sition has three components: the spectrum, (i.e., which representations actually

occur in the decomposition), their multiplicity, and the spectral measure. We

give orbital descriptions of all three, plus an orbital description for restrictions

of irreducible representations to a subgroup (see formulas (I) and (R) below).

Most of our results in this paper are for nilpotent groups. Ultimately we shall

generalize to exponential solvable groups and beyond.

The motivation for formula (I) has existed for 15 years. The orbit method

was invented by Kirillov in the early 1960s. But it was the work of Pukanszky

[18] and Vergne [21] that gave a good indication of how an orbital formula

for an induced representation should look. Unfortunately, this was not really

seized upon until recently in the work of Corwin and Greenleaf [2]. They give a

formulation for the spectral decomposition in the nilpotent case purely in terms

of orbital parameters. Their work is very beautiful and incisive. But there is

a difficulty. Their arguments depend critically on the Pukanszky method of

stratification of g* by layers. This causes two problems—first, a very long and

extremely complicated proof of the main formula; and second, the fact that

their result is false for exponential solvable groups. Upon seeing [2], I felt that

the proof could be simplified and that their formula—suitably altered—was

valid for exponential solvable groups and perhaps more.

This paper is the first in a series which will attempt to substantiate these

feelings. The foundation of the work is contained in the following two formulas.

Let G be exponential solvable, H c G a closed connected subgroup. The

irreducible unitary representations of G (resp. H ) correspond to C-orbits

cf C a* (resp. //-orbits %7 C h*). The formulas are:

G f® tí f® tí
(I)     lndHv#= I n(vdpGH(&)= nff,tín^d^G,H

Jp-<(tí)/H JG-p-\(tí)IG

i® cf

(R) **\h= nff;tíVtídXH,G(^)-

Here p: 9* —► h* is the canonical projection, the measures are canonically

defined (see §§2-4), and n^ tí = # //-orbits on if np~x(%7). Our main goals

in this paper are twofold. The first is to give proofs of these formulas for

G nilpotent. As mentioned earlier the proofs in [2, 4] (of somewhat different
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formulas) rely totally on "layers," are long and complex, and are completely tied

to the nilpotent situation. Ours will be by induction on dim G/H and have the

capability of generalization. I believe a similar method of proof is employed in

the thesis of Grélaud [8], but I have never seen it. The second main goal is

to begin the generalization of formulas (I) and (R) to nonnilpotent situations.

We move in three directions: (a) a proof of the formulas for G exponential

and H normal, (b) a description of Ind^ x > when x is a character and H is

conormal (i.e., G = HN semidirect with AT normal), and (c) a presentation of

a host of examples to supply clues for nonexponential solvable situations.

The layout of the paper is as follows. It is in two parts—nilpotent (Part I)

and nonnilpotent (Part II). Part I begins in §0 with a statement of the basic

results on induced and restricted representations when H is codimension 1 in

a nilpotent G. (These have been well known since [9].) In §1 we reformulate

the main result of [2]. The reformulated result—Theorem 1.5—is formula (I)

for the case that v is a character. We prove it in §2 by induction on dim G/H,

the key point being that nilpotence of G ensures the existence of a normal

subgroup A^ of codimension 1, H c N <G. In an appendix we prove that the

algebraic varieties & v\p~ (x) are generically smooth manifolds. This allows

us to equate the multiplicity function (in the finite case) in formula (I) with

the number of components in the intersection cf C\p~x(x) ■ The case # = 1 is

separated out in Theorem 2.2. In §3 we use the fact that the irreducibles are

monomial to prove Theorem 1.5 for arbitrary v . The main result is Theorem

3.1 (see also Theorem 3.5), a completely precise version of formula (I). In §4 we

prove the restriction formula (R) by induction. The precise result is in Theorem

4.2. The last section in Part I (§5) gives a new proof of further refinements of the

multiplicity function from [2]. Using some real algebraic geometry, it is proved

that the multiplicity is either uniformly infinite or bounded finite. (Actually

Corwin-Greenleaf obtain a more sophisticated result—namely constant parity

of the multiplicity [3]—by employing the theory of semialgebraic sets.) Part

II has three sections. In §6 we prove formulas (I) and (R) for G exponential

solvable and H normal (Theorems 6.1, 6.2). This is actually used at one point

in Part I, but it will also be important for nonnilpotent groups. Another feature

of the nonnilpotent case is the potential lack of codimension 1 normal subgroups

of G containing H. This often occurs, for example, when H is conormal.

Such groups are considered in §7. We decompose the representation induced

by a character from a conormal subgroup in terms of Mackey parameters and the

oscillator representation. (The reformulation in orbital terms will be presented

another time.) The result (see Theorems 7.1, 7.2) is valid for quite general

conormal subgroups. The final section (§8) presents a variety of nonnilpotent

examples, some semisimple and some symmetric. These serve as indicators of

1 The referee has informed me that in Grélaud's thesis (Sur les représentations des groupes de Lie

résolubles, Poitiers, 1984—see [8]), slightly different versions of Theorems 1.1 and 6.1 are proved.

Also, Example 8(ii), which I originally attributed to Larry Corwin, is due to Grélaud.
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the possibility that formulas (I) and (R)—suitably modified—are true in greater

generality.

I would like to conclude the introduction by thanking the referee for several

excellent recommendations.

Part I. Nilpotent groups

In this first part we shall consider homogeneous spaces G/H where G is

simply connected nilpotent and H is a closed connected subgroup. First we

shall reformulate the main result of [2] on the spectrum of Ind^ v. It is our

revised formula which will generalize out of the nilpotent situation (see Part

II). The method of proof we employ is quite different from that of [2]. We shall

not use at all the Pukanszky stratification of g* by layers. Instead we reason

by induction on dim G/H. We begin by setting up the basic Kirillov-Mackey

machinery for representations of nilpotent Lie groups.

0. Basics

Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group, g its Lie algebra, g* the

real linear dual. For each tp g g*, we denote by it the (class of) irreducible

unitary representation(s) of G associated to tp by the Kirillov orbit method

[9]. The map tp —► it  , g* —► G, is G-equivariant and factors to a bijection

g*/G —> G. If H is a closed connected subgroup of G with Lie algebra b, we

write p  . : g* —» b* for the canonical proejction. If g and f) may be understood

from the context, we write simply p: g* —> b*. We set f)   = p" (0).

Now suppose n is an ideal in g of codimension I, N = exp n, p = p . The

relationship between an irreducible representation of N and those of G that lie

over it, together with the corresponding orbit relationships, has long been well

understood. We summarize the salient facts in the following theorem (see [9]).

Theorem 0.1. Let 6 G n ,  yg G Ñ the corresponding representation.  Exactly

one of the following obtains:

(a) There is a unique G-orbit tf which satisfies p(tf) D N -8. In that case,

for any tp G<fnp~x(8) we have n^ = Ind^ye, dime?- tp = dim A^- 6 + 2, and

p-\N-6) = N-<p.
(b) There is a G-orbit ¿f which satisfies p((f) D N-d, but it is not unique. If

tp G(fnp~x(6) and a G nx, a / 0, then thefunctionals {tp + ta: t G R} lie in

distinct orbits @t = (f+ta, dimtft = dimN-Q, p(â"t) = N-6, p'x(N-d) = \Jt@t,

andlnd^y^fn^Jt.

Conversely, let tp G q* , n G G the corresponding representation. Let 6 =

p(tp). Exactly one of the following obtains:

(a) dim N ■ 6 = dim G ■ tp - 2. If X g q, X £ n, then the functionals

{9S = expsX ■ 6: s G R} lie in distinct N-orbits, p(G • tp) = \JS N ■ 6S, and

n^N = fyesds-
(b) p(G• tp) = N• 6, dime?- tp = dimA^- 6, and n(/i\N = ye .
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1. Reformulation of Corwin-Greenleaf

We begin by studying Ind^ x » where * is a unitary character of the con-

nected subgroup H (inside the simply connected nilpotent group G). The

main result of [2]—when the inducing representation of H is a character—is

the following.

Theorem 1.1 (Corwin-Greenleaf). Let b% = {tp G g*: p(tp) = -idx) ■ Then

g f®
IndHx= l nv,xxv,dßG,H(<P)'

JG-tif/G

I _1 y
where G ■ b  /G is the set of G-orbits that meet p    (-idx) • Pg h •* tne Pusn'

forward of Lebesgue measure under b   —► C-A  /G, and n      is given as follows:

if generically on b~¡~ we have

dim G • tp > 2 dim H • tp,    then n^    = +oo ;

dim G ■ tp = 2 dim H • tp,    then n     = #H-orbits on G • tp n b   ,

and is finite.

In the latter case, the algebraic variety G ■ tp n bx is generically a manifold, so

that n     = # components of G ■ tp (~)bx .

The push-forward is the measure class obtained by replacing Lebesgue mea-

sure on h^ by an equivalent finite measure and then taking the ordinary image.

(Finite measures in that class are often called pseudoimages.) Generically on b

means aside from a lower-dimensional variety. Although explicit, the formula-

tion of Theorem 1.1 is cumbersome. We reformulate so that the disintegration

is specified by a single equation.   To do this we need some auxiliary results.

First, the map h    —► G ■ h   /G is //-equivariant and factors to a surjective map

Lemma 1.2. For tp g b^, the number of elements in the fiber PX~X(G • tp) is

exactly

n     = #H-orbits in G • tp n bx .

Proof. This is elementary. If G acts (linearly) on V and W is an //-stable

subset, then the number of elements in the preimage of an orbit G • to under

W/H -^G-W/G is exactly the number of //-orbits in G ■ to n W.

Corollary 1.3. Let tp Gbx . Then generically

(i) if dim H • tp = dim(G • tp n b ), then n^ = # connected components of

G-tpnb^,

(ii) if dim H -tp < dim(G • tp n bt) • men n     = +oo.
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Lemma 1.4. Generically on b   , we have

dim(G • tp n b  ) = dim G- tp - dim H ■ tp.

Therefore either

(i) dim G ■ tp = 2 dim H • tp, equivalently dim H ■ tp = dim(C7 • tpC\bx), or

(ii) dim G • tp > 2 dim H • tp, equivalently dim H ■ tp < dim(G • tp n bx).

Proof. Generically on bx , the tangent space to G ■ tp n bt is given at tp by

g • (p n b   . Therefore

dim(C7 -(pc\bx) = dim(g ■tpnb±) = dim(g^ n b±)

= dim(Q? + bf = dim g - dim^ + rj)

= dim g - (dim g^ + dim b) + dim(gp n b)

= (dimg - dimg^) - (dim b - dim b^)

= dim G ■ tp - dim H • tp .

We can now use Corollary 1.3 and Lemma 1.4 to simplify the statement of

Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 1.5. We have

G Í®
Ind//x=/       ndpxG(f),

Jtl±IH    Vlt,±/H

where pG H is the push-forward of Lebesgue measure under b   —► h  ///.

Now a general principle of direct integral theory says the following: let G be

a separable type I group and

/    nx dp(x)

a direct integral of irreducible unitary representations. In particular x —> nx ,

X —► Irr(G), is a Borel injection ( p-a.e.). If we write xx ~ x2 to mean nx is

unitarily equivalent to itx   and set Y = X/ ~, it follows that

r® r®

/    nx dp(x) ~ /    /iy^ dp(y),

when p is the push-forward of p under the canonical projection p: X —» 7

and « = #p~'(.y)- In fact, (^,/Z) is countably separated (since G is type I)

and the equality results immediately from the disintegration of (X, p) under

p.   (For a reference see [10, Theorem 2.1], or more precisely reference [3]

2 The referee has pointed out that I am being somewhat disingenuous when I assert complete

avoidance of layers in my arguments. In one point at least I have obscured their appearance, namely

in the assertion that, generically, the orbit intersections G'tpnt)f(s) have the same dimension as

the tangent spaces g • if n t)1- . A very general result along these lines is given in the Appendix to

§ 1. Its proof depends critically on the Chevalley-Pukanszky parametrization of the orbits and orbit

space for a unipotent group action.
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therein (Bourbaki, Intégration, Chapitre VI) since ~ does not correspond to a

group action.)

According to the corollary and lemma cited, it follows automatically from

Theorem 1.5 that

jiff)

JG-t)f/G

where n = # //-orbits in G-tpDb = # connected components of G-tpC\b ,

in the equal dimension case. We shall always use the phrase "equal dimension

case" to refer to the situation described by Lemma 1.4(i). Note also that in the

equal dimension case, our ability to identify n      with # connected components

requires knowing the G • tp n bx is generically a manifold. We prove this in an

appendix to the next section.

Realizing the decomposition of Ind^x as in Theorem 1.5 instead of Theo-

rem 1.1 effects more than a verbal or symbolic simplification of the multiplicity

formula. The formulation of Theorem 1.5 allows for generalization to non-

nilpotent groups—Theorem 1.1 does not.

Example 1.6. Let g be the 3-dimensional exponential solvable Lie algebra with

generators T, X, Y satisfying the relations [T,X] = X+Y, [T, Y] = -X+Y.
I C

Let b = RX. Then generically on b , dim G-tp = 2 = 2 dim H ■ tp , but Indw 1

is of uniform infinite multiplicity. So Theorem 1.1 is false.

This example was shown to me by Larry Corwin as evidence that Theorem

1.1 is not true for exponential solvable groups. That contradicted my intu-

ition, and caused me to seek a reformulation of the result. Indeed Theorem

1.5 is true for Example 1.6. The point is that for nilpotent groups, the coad-

joint action is algebraic. Therefore in the equal dimension case, the number of

components must be finite (see §5 and Remark 2.1 (ii)). That is not so for ex-

ponential solvable groups. The equal dimension case allows for infinitely many

components and so infinite multiplicity in Theorem 1.5.

I take as my working hypothesis that Theorem 1.5 is true, at the very least

for exponential solvable groups (see Part II).

la. Appendix

In this paper, in the proof of Theorems 1.5, 3.5, and 4.2, we have used

implicitly the following proposition. The proof is adapted from arguments in

[2 and 4] and especially from a new preprint of Corwin-Greenleaf (A canonical

approach to multiplicity formulas for induced and restricted representations of

nilpotent Lie groups.)

3 The referee has informed me that in Gréland's thesis (Sur les représentations des groupes de Lie

résolubles Poitiers, 1984—see [8]), slightly different versions of Theorems 1.1 and 6.1 are proved.

Also, Example 8(ii), which I originally attributed to Larry Corwin, is due to Grélaud.
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Proposition 1.7. Let H c N <G be simply connected nilpotent Lie groups. Fix

W &b* ■ Then, generically on P~\(H • tp), we have G • 8 np7\(H • ¥) has the

same dimension as g • 8 C\p~x^(b ■ tp).

Proof. For convenience write p = pni) and & = H • \p. Now the action of

G on n* is unipotent algebraic. It is well known that there is a G-invariant

Zariski-open subset ^cn* suchthat 27np~x(cf) is Zariski-open in p~x(tf),

and a nonsingular birational map

<P:f^Zx V,

where I is a Zariski-open subset of affine space, V is affine and

<P~ {(a ,v): v gV) constitutes a G-orbit, for each fixed a G X,

O    (er, v) and <P~ (o , v') lie in the same G-orbit <=> o = a .

Consider

f:%7\)p~x (<?)-*!

defined by

f = Pxo<t>\xnp-m-

We restrict attention to the Zariski-open subset f¿x C %f(~\p~x((f) on which /

has maximal rank. On <27x, f determines a foliation in which the leaves are

given by the orbit intersections G • 8 Ç\p~x(tf) (8 G <2¿x c n*). These have

dimension equal to dimker(ú?/")e , for generic points. Corwin and Greenleaf, in

their preprint, actually compute the latter (in a more special situation). They

obtain

ker(df)e = Q-8np~x(b-v).

In fact, it is clear that the tangent space to the orbit intersection is contained in

T6(G ■ 8) n Te(p~x(tf)) = a-8np-x(b->p).

But conversely, since / isa restriction of the projection pL o <p, it must be that

ker(df)g D kerd(Pl o O) n 7>~ V))

= kerd(p1o<¡>)np~ (b-ip).

And finally, since ^0$ is constant on G • 8 c %7, we must have

kerd(pzo^)DT9(G-8) = 0-8.

This completes the proof.

2. Orbital decomposition of Ind^ x

The object of this section is to prove Theorem 1.5 when G is simply con-

nected nilpotent, H closed connected. The argument is by induction on

dim G/H.
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dim G/H = 1 . Since G is nilpotent, this forces H to be normal. In that

situation, Theorem 1.5 becomes a special case of Theorem 6.1. That theorem

is placed in Part II because it is valid for exponential solvable groups; its proof

does not depend on anything from Part I.

dim G/H > 1. Once again we invoke the nilpotency of G, this time to

assert that we may find a closed connected normal subgroup N of G with

H c N <G and dimG/N = 1. By the induction hypothesis, Theorem 1.5

is true for Ind^ x ■ To avoid ambiguity in the coming proof we employ the

following notational scheme. Write

l£ (fl) = {<P e g* : PbA(<P) = <P\h = -idx),

bLx(n) = {8 Gn:pni)(8) = 8\b =-idx).

Then by induction in stages, the induction hypothesis, and the fact that di-

rect integrals commute with induction, we have the first three equalities in the

following chain:

Ind^ x = Indjy Ind„ x = Ind^ / yedpxN H(8)

f® G f®
= / IndNyedpxNH(8)= / it dpxG   (tp).

We must prove the last equation, labeled (A). We shall do it by examining

four separate cases. Let tp g bt(s) > 8 = tp\n g f)^(n). Then we have a pair of

dichotomous situations: Either (i) dim G • tp = 2 dim H • tp or (ii) dim G • tp >

2 dim H -tp; and either (a) Ind^ ye is irreducible or (b) IndN ye = f® it    a dt,

a Gn   .

Of course we do not look at arbitrary tp, 8. Both of the dichotomous

situations above are valid generically. More precisely, there are Zariski-open

subsets %7X , f/2 of h (g), h (n) (resp.) such that either (i) or (ii), resp. (a)

or (b), holds. In the following we consider only

<P^^xnP;xn(^2),      8G%72nPgn(Vx).

Next we observe that the representations on the two sides of equation (A) are

quasi-equivalent. This is fairly evident by a mixture of Kirillov and Mackey.

On the right side, the spectrum consists of those irreducible representations of

G whose orbits meet the closed variety h (g). On the left side the spectrum

consists of those irreducible representations of G which lie over the represen-

tations of N whose orbits meet (^(n). But p~[(bx(n)) = f)^"(g). Thus it is

clear (e.g., from [7])—and in fact is implicit in the assertions of Kirillov in

[9]) that these two spectra are the same. What is not at all evident is that the

multiplicities agree.

Before attending to the multiplicity, we should also observe that the measure

classes on both sides of equation (A) are in agreement. To see this we must dis-

tinguish between cases (a) and (b). First of all, every group action is unipotent,
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so algebraic. Thus all quotient spaces are countably separated. Next it is clear

from the commutative diagram

h>)   -      h>)/#

\ I
G-h>)/G

that the push-forward of the Lebesgue measure class on fri(g) to bx(ß)/H

projects down to the push-forward of Lebesgue measure on G • bx(g)/G. The

same is true with G replaced by N. In case (a) the map ye —► Ind^ ye injects

(the generic part of) Ñ/G into G and carries pxN H into a push-forward on G.

It agrees with pG H because it is also the push-forward of Lebesgue measure on

ij  (n) under bx (n) -> G-b  (n)/G, which, in case (a), is identified to G-b  (g)/G

(generically). (See Remark 2.1 below.) In case (b) the representations IndNye

decompose according to Theorem 0.1. Clearly the fiber measure dtd8 over

Lebesgue measure on h  (n)

nX    -    h>)

I
ht in)

agrees with Lebesgue measure on h (g). Thus it is also evident that the fiber

measure dt dpxN H agrees with dpG H .

We turn finally to our case-by-case verification of equal multiplicity in equa-

tion (A).

(iia) In this case we show that both sides of equation (A) have uniform infinite

multiplicity. We take tp g hx($), 8 = tp\n g hx (n), both generic as explained

above. In case (a) we have

nt = lnd°N ye ■

Consider

S = {gGG:g-tPGbx-(&)}.

S is a closed submanifold of G, not a subgroup in general. Clearly H c S.

The map

s ^>G-tp nbx (q),     s-*s-<p,

is a submersion. Moreover

dim H • tp < dim S • tp

(by hypothesis (ii) and Lemma 1.4). All the representations its , s G S, are

equivalent. Therefore f®±{),Hit   is of uniform infinite multiplicity.

We have to show the left side of (A) also is of uniform infinite multiplicity.

Clearly, by the same technique, we are done if we can prove that

dimG-önh^(n)>dim//-Ö.
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Now by a standard fact [19, Lemma 2, or 11, p. 271, (iv)], we have A^ •

tp = (p + (ge + n)x . But N = Gy = GgN ^ Gg c N; that is, Ge = Ne.

Hence dimNg/Np = 1. Furthermore Gp = {Gg)p = (Ng)p = Np . Hence

dim Ge/G = 1 also. In particular dim G -8 = dim G • tp - I. But dim G ■ tp >

2 dim H • tp and both are even. Therefore dim G • 8 > 2 dim H • tp . Of course

b   c be , so dim H ■ tp > dim H ■ 8 .

Next we claim that g • 8 = n . (Here, and in the rest of the argument, a

perp sign (J.) without modifier means ± in n*.) Indeed 0-0(n ) = 0[g,n ] =

^[0>nJ = 0; that is, g • 8 c n . But dim g • 8 = dimg/g0 = dimn/ne -I- 1 =

dim n/n = dim n . Now in analogy with our earlier observation in the proof

of Lemma 1.4, the tangent space to G-8nbx(n) has the dimension of the space

g • 8 n b± (generically). But

&.dnb±=n^nb± = (nip + b)±.

Therefore

dimG-önh^(n) = dimg-0nh"L = dimn/(nçJ + ij)

= (dimn - dimn ) - (dim!) - dimf)^)

= dim n/n   - dim b ■ <p

= dim g • 8 - dim b • tp

> dim b • tp

> dim b ■ 8.

(See footnote 2 and Proposition 1.7.) That completes the argument in this case,

(iib) We shall prove that, as in (iia), both sides of equation (A) have uniform

infinite multiplicity. We fix aG q* , a\n = 0, a^O. Also, as before, we write

tp G bx(s) > S = <P\„ G by (n), both generic. We know by Theorem 0.1 that the

functionals tp + ta, t G R, lie in distinct orbits and

G f®
IndN yg = J    it9+tadt.

We make several easy observations. First g • a|n = 0, VgeG. Next we note

that tp G bx (g) => tp + ta G bx (fl), Vr € R. Now exactly as in case (iia) we

have 71 =7Ip> s G S = {g G G: g • tp G bx (d)} and dim H • tp < dimS ■ tp .

So we have infinite multiplicity on the right side of equation (A). But on the

left side we know that the induced representations that appear in the direct

integral break up into inequivalent irreducible representations. Therefore to

show infinite multiplicity, we must establish (as before) that

dimG-0nh^(n)>dim//-0.

This time we have g-8 = ng (recall all unattended perps are in n* ). Indeed

the inclusion g ■ 8 c ne   follows from g • 8(ng) = 8[g,ng] = 0. This uses the
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equality ng = n^ which follows from Ng • tp = tp + (gg + n)L = tp (since in case

(b), G = Gy = GgN). Note also that G/N = Gg/Ng . Therefore

dim gg = dim n0 + 1.

We also have dim G • tp = dim N ■ 8 => dimg/g = dimn/n0 . Hence we have

the following string of equalities:

dim g - dim g   = dim n - dim ng ;

1 + dim n - dim g   = dim n - dim ne ;

dim gg = 1 + dim ng = dim g^ .

gg. Thus

dim g • 8 = dim g/ge = dim g/g   = dim n/ne = dim ng .

Finally,

dimg-önf)    =dimnönf)    = dimn/(n0 + b)

= (dimn - dimne) - (dimfj -dimf)e)

= dim n • 8 - dim b ■ 8

= dim 0 • tp - dim b • 8

> 2 dim b • tp - dim b • 8

> dim b • 8.

As in case (a) this completes the argument. Thus the proof in the unequal
dimension case is done. We have infinite multiplicity (regardless of (a) or (b)).

Now we pass to the equal dimension case, i.e., (i). This time we shall have finite

multiplicity (see Remark 2.1 (ii))- We must distinguish between cases (a) and

(b) again. The latter turns out to be easier, so we present it first.

(ib) We start as usual with <p Gbx(g), ö = p|ne^(n), both generic. The

assumptions are dim G • tp n bx (ß) = dim H • tp and

£T\

IndGNyg = J   nf+tadt,

a G n', a ^ 0. We know that the multiplicity is finite on the right side of

equation (A); in fact, it equals the # //-orbits in G-tpnbx(g) (Remark 2.1(a)).

We first observe that the multiplicity is finite on the left side also. Indeed, we

already know (from examining case (b) in situation (ii)) that

fl, = flfl.       n<p = n8>    and   A'0 = <V

4 The referee has suggested a much simpler argument, namely that 9 = ge + n implies 0 • 6 =

n • 0 , which implies 9 • 8 = n¿J- , since n • 6 = n¿- is evident. I have left in my argument since I

also need the intermediate fact 9^, = Be later on.

That is, 0
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Therefore bg = b n ne = b n n   = h  . Moreover

dim 0 • 8 n b   = dim ne n b

= dimn- 8- dim h-0

= dim 0 • ̂  - dim f) • 0

= 2 dim f) • tp - dim 1) • 0

= dim f) • 0.

Thus, as indicated, the multiplicity is finite (Remark 2.1 (ii)), and obviously—by

the general principle enunciated in Lemma 1.4—it is

#//-orbitsinG-0nf)^(n).

Hence to show equality of multiplicity, it is enough to prove that the natural

map

G-?znh^(0)-G-0n^(n),

which is //-equivariant, is a bijection. That it is a surjection is completely

obvious. But it is also injective. Indeed if gx • tp\n = g2 • <p\n , then g2 gx- 8 =

8^g2xgxGGe = Glf.

We come finally to the most complicated case.

(ia) This time, starting with tp G bx(g), 8 = tp\n g b *(n) both generic, we

have dim G • tp n b  (g) = dim H • tp and

% = In4 y e ■

Of course the multiplicity on the right side of equation (A) is finite and equals

#//-orbits onG-tpnbx(g).

As in (ib) we first show that the multiplicity on the left side is finite. We begin

by observing that

2dim//-0<dimAT-0

= dimG-tp-2

= 2(dimH-tp- 1).

Therefore dim H ■ 8 < dim H • tp - 1. But the codimension of b in be is at

most 1, since dim 0/n = 1. Therefore

dim//-0 = dim//-p- 1.

XT

Next we compute

dim 0 • 0 n b   = dim n   n b-B  —.,       _.9

= dim n • tp - dim b • tp

= dim 0 • tp - 1 - dim b

= dimb-tp-l

= dim b • 8.
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Therefore

dimG-0nh^(n) = dim//-0,

and so the multiplicity on the left side of (A) is finite (Remark 2.1 (ii)). The

general principle of Lemma 1.4 guarantees that it is

#//-orbitsinG-0nh^(n).

So we again consider the surjection

G-çzn^(0)^ G-8n f^(n).

This time it is not injective. Nevertheless, we can complete the argument if

we show that the map sets up a bijection of //-orbits. Since the mapping

is surjective and //-equivariant, it clearly maps //-orbits to //-orbits and is

surjectiveon //-orbits. We need only show that distinct //-orbits in G-^nh^g)

restrict to distinct //-orbits in G-8nbx(n). So suppose we have cox ,a>2 G Q =

G ■ tp and h G H such that

Set 0, = <w,|n. The pair (cd, , 0, ) have the same properties as the pair (tp, 8)—

namely those of case (a). Now there is g G G such that co2 = g-cox. Therefore

h-8x=g-8x.

Then h~xg G Ge — Ng . Now I claim that Ne ■ u>x = Hg • az, . In fact

Hg ■ cox c Ng • <y, = o)x + Rq. The only way the inclusion can be proper

is if Hg • cox = a>, . But then Hg = Hw , which contradicts the equation

dim H • 0, = dim H ■ ojx - 1. Therefore, we must have hx G Hg satisfying

hx ■ cox = h~ g ■ cox . That is, to2 = hhx • cox .     Q.E.D.

Remarks 2.1. (i) Strictly speaking, in our proof of the equivalence of the mea-

sures in equation (A), our argument in case (a) showed equivalence of the G-

push-forwards. To show the equivalence of the //-push-forwards requires the

last idea in the above proof. Namely, the natural map

&>)///-> lL>)///

is a bijection in case (a), because Hg ■ tp = tp + Rq .

(ii) In case (i) of the proof of Theorem 1.5 we are in the situation of an

algebraic variety (e.g., G-tpr\bx (g)) acted upon by an algebraic group (e.g., //)

for which all the orbits have the same dimension as the variety. This situation

occurs again in §4. Whenever that is the case the number of orbits must be finite.

In face the varieties that arise are generically manifolds (see the Appendix to

this section), and the orbits are the connected components. That is more than

we need to assert finite multiplicity.

(iii) Much of the current interest in the decomposition of the quasi-regular

representation of G on L (G/H), H connected, comes from the theory of

invariant differential operators (see, e.g., [15]). The Plancherel analysis of G
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has been of enormous help in deriving solvability properties of left invariant

differential operators on G. The feeling is that the same should be true of the

differential operators obtained by passing to G/H—provided one can analyze

the quasi-regular representation. Results like Theorem 1.5 are a first step in that

direction. Nevertheless, although Theorem 1.5 gives both the spectrum and the

multiplicity, it does not explicitly specify the exact intertwining operator which

effects the decomposition. When H = {1}, the operator is the Fourier trans-

form and that is critical to the success of the program [15]. Work continues by

several people on the actual "Fourier" intertwining operator implicit in Theorem

1.5.

For future reference I wish to restate Theorem 1.5 in the case x = l ■

Theorem 2.2.  Ind^ 1 = f®±,Hn„dpG H(tp), where pG H  is the push-forward

of Lebesgue measure under b —> b ///. The multiplicity in the above direct

integral decomposition is n  = #H-orbits in G • tp nb   .

2a. Appendix

The fact that in the equal dimension case, the varieties G • tp n bx (g) are

(generically) manifolds is proved in [2], as usual, with the aid of layers and

stratification. But it too can be derived purely by induction. Here are the main

details.

Proposition 2.3. Suppose we are in condition (i) of either Corollary 1.3 or

Lemma 1.4. Then generically on b , the algebraic varieties G • tp n bx are

smooth manifolds.

Proof. The proof is by induction on dim G/H. If dim G/H = 1, the intersec-

tions are either points or lines (see Theorem 0.1) and there is nothing further

to prove. Now assume dim G/H > 1 , and the result is true in lower codimen-

sion. As usual, place N between H and G,H c N<G, dimG/N = 1. By

the induction assumption, generically on h   (n) the varieties AT • 0 n h   (n) are

manifolds. We need to investigate G • tp n bt(&), <P € P~\(8). We examine

the two cases of Theorem 0.1. In case (b), p(G ■ tp) = N ■ 8 and the manifold

G • tpn b(g) is algebraically isomorphic to N ■ 8 n f) (n). Nothing more need

be said in that case. In case (a), however, the algebraic variety G ■ tp r\bt(&)

is one dimension larger than N • 8 n b (n). But it is easy to see the manifold

structure on the former. First of all, the variety G-0nf/(n) must have the same

dimension as N-dnh (n)—both are dimH-8 (see proof of Theorem 1.5). In

fact it is a finite disjoint union of "copies" of the manifold N ■ 8 C\bx(n) and

so is a manifold itself. Moreover, the mapping G■ q>(~)bx (g) ^ G• 8 f)bx (n) is

an algebraic submersion. But locally we can write G « G/Gg x Gg . Moreover,

in case (a) Gg = A^ and Ng • tp = tp + Ra. Thus the submersion has fibers
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isomorphic to R and locally the map g • tp —► (gGe • 8 ,t ) corresponding to

g ~ (gGe ' ge) ' B,(P - V Atga gives smooth coordinates on G • tp n b (g).

3. Extension to Ind^ v

Corwin and Greenleaf are able to decompose the representation of G in-

duced by an arbitrary irreducible representation of the subgroup H, not just a

character. It is possible to extend Theorem 1.5 to that situation as well. Let G

be simply connected nilpotent, H a closed connected subgroup, v g H. We

write <fu for the //-orbit in b* that corresponds to v and p = p  . .

Theorem 3.1.  We have

G f®
Indwi/= / n dpGH(tp)

where pG H is the push-forward of the natural measure under

p-\c?v)^p-\@7)/H.

What is the natural measure class on p~x(tfv) ? It is the fiber measure class

uniquely determined from the picture

(fl/h)*    -   P~lK)

I

where the base has the canonical (Kirillov-Kostant) orbit measure and the fiber

has Lebesgue measure.

It is possible to prove Theorem 3.1 by a case-by-case analysis analogous to

the proof of Theorem 1.5 in §2. But in fact one can derive it from Theorem

1.5 using the fact that v is induced from a character. This is actually done in

[2, §6], in truth without any real use of layers. I shall go through an outline of

the argument, leaving out one detail that can be plucked off from [2, §6].

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Every irreducible representation of a connected nilpotent

Lie group is monomial, induced from a character. Choose xp G @v . Then one

can find a real polarization í of tp such that

v = Ind" x,

X(expX) = elv(X), X Gl. By induction in stages we have

Ind GH v = IndjJ Ind" x = IndJ X ■

Theorem 1.5 tells us how to decompose the latter. It is incumbent upon us to

show that that is the same as the decomposition described in Theorem 3.1, That

is, we need to show

r® r®

I 7t9drlG,H(<P)- KfdfiGJtM-
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Well, first we observe that the spectra are the same. That is, the G-orbits in 0*

that meet p~x(<7?v) are exactly the same as the G-orbits that meet t (g). In fact,

one inclusion is obvious: a G-orbit that meets the former must meet the latter.

Conversely, suppose tp G 8^(0).  Then y/\t = tp\t.  But a necessary property

of real polarizations in a nilpotent group is the equation K ■ xp = xp + t (b).

Therefore there is k g K such that k • tp\^ = xp .  In particular k • tp meets

p-\0v).

Next come the measures. First we observe that H • tx(g) = p  x(c?l/). The

former is also realized as a fiber space

l>)*(fl/«)*    -   #•*>)

I
H/K;

(the projection sends tp —► hK if h ■ tp\t = -idx) ■ But this space and the

fiber space in the description of the natural measure are locally direct products.

The former is locally (0/6)* x (b/t) ; the latter is locally (0/h)* x (h/h ). Using

the duality between h/t and t/b , we see the spaces are locally isomorphic

(actually globally) and carry the same Lebesgue measure class. The quotients

p~X(tfl/)/H = H■ tx(g)/H and tx(g)/K are identified—if h-tpx = tp2, q>.\t =

-idx , then tp2\.= k-tpx\. f°rsome zc G K; which implies zc" h G H,   ,,, c K,

so h G K. Therefore the quotient measure classes must be equivalent.

It remains to demonstrate equality of multiplicity. We know

LUKn*=itM)/rv^'  ***=#*-°rbitsonG-fnei"(s)•
Jif(s)/K JG-lf{g)/G

Next we claim

r®
/ *f= I n9,n^       nq>,» = ##-orbits on G <pnp '<

In fact, this follows from our general principle in Lemma 1.2 (p~ (tfu) is not

a linear subspace of 0*, but it does not matter). The proof is completed by the

following:

Proposition 3.2. There is a bijection between K-orbits in G • tp n î  (g) and H-

orbits in G • tp\~\p~x(@v) given by the map

K-tp^H-tp.

This is precisely Proposition 5 of [2]. The proof is not difficult—the ideas in

the paragraph above on the equivalence of the measure classes are basically all

that is required; see [2, pp. 52, 53]. And I emphasize, no layers are involved,

just dimension counting and properties of polarizations in nilpotent groups.

I also point out that in [2] it is shown why generically the orbit intersections

G-tpnp~ (c?v) are smooth manifolds, not just algebraic varieties. The argument,

like that of Proposition 3.2, does not depend on layers.
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This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. But it should be mentioned that

Corwin and Greenleaf do not state their result that way. Their formulation is

rather more convoluted, like the statement of Theorem 1.1. So we need to do

some work analogous to §§1.2-1.4 to derive [2, Theorem 7] from Theorem 3.1.

Indeed the analog of Lemma 1.2 is the statement that the multiplicity implicit

in Theorem 3.1 is

zip v = #//-orbits on G- tp f\p~\cfv).

The analog of Corollary 1.3 follows immediately (using the nilpotence of G

and algebraicity of the adjoint action—see §5).

Corollary 3.3. Let tpGp~ (<fv) be generic.

(i) If dim// • tp = dim G • tp n p~ (cfv), then n      = # conn.   comp.   of

G-tpnp'1^).

(ii) If dim//- tp < dimG- tp r\p~x(tf^), then n     = +00.

Finally, to obtain the Corwin-Greenleaf necessary and sufficient condition

for 3.3(i) to hold, that is for finite multiplicity, we have the following:

Proposition 3.4. Generically on p~ (tfj) we have

dimG- <pDp~ (@v) = dimG • tp - dim//- tp + dimc^ .

Therefore either

(i) dim G • tp = 2 dim H • tp - dimtfu , equivalently n   v is finite; or

(ii) dim G ■ tp > 2 dim H ■ tp - dimtf^ , equivalently n     = +00.

Proof. As before let xp g (7?v , xp = <p\ The first claim is that b n g = bç •

The inclusion c is obvious. Conversely, let X g b„ = b n g . Then X ■ tp = 0.

Therefore p(X -tp) = X -p(q>) = X -xp = 0=> x Gbv ■ Now as usual it is enough

(by looking at generic tangent spaces) to consider dim g • tp np~ (b ■ xp). In fact

we may compute (by footnote 2 and Proposition 1.7)

dim g • tp C)p~ X(b • xp) = dim gj" n p_1(h ¿(h))

= dimg¿nh¿(g)

= dim(gí, + rv)±

= (dim g - dim flf ) - (dim hr - dim(h, n gp))

= dim g • tp - (dim bv - dim h,)

= dim 0 • tp - (dim b - dim b ) + (dim b - dim bv)

= dim0 • tp - dimf) • tp + dimifu .   Q.E.D.

We can now state the orbital spectral decomposition of Indw v in the manner

in which it is presented in [2].
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Theorem 3.5. IndGHu = ¡G.p-l(lfL/)/Gn<pi/7tipdpGH(tp), where G-p X(@v)/G is

the set of G-orbits that meet p~X(@v), pG H(tp) is the push-forward of the nat-

ural measure class under p~x(@7) ~* G • p~x(tfv)/G, and nv v is given by. if

generically on p~ (c?v) we have

dim G • tp > 2 dim H • tp - dim¿f    then n     = +óo ;

dim G • tp = 2 dim H • tp - dimtf^   then n   v

= #H-orbits on G ■ tp np~X(c?v)
-i,

= #conn. comp. ofG-tpnp   (â' ) < oo

In the future for nonnilpotent groups, I shall not try to generalize Theorem

1.1 or 3.5. As remarked in §1, they do not extend. It is the formulation in

Theorems 1.5, 2.2, and 3.1 that may be generalized to exponential solvable

groups and beyond.

Finally, let us note that G-p~x(<fv) = G-p~x(xp) and that by arguments

similar to several that occurred previously, we may show that pG H is the push-

forward of Lebesgue measure under p~ (xp) —► G • p~ (xp)/G.

4. Restrictions

Now we take up the reciprocal problem of restricting irreducible represen-

tations of G to a closed connected subgroup //. An orbital description of

the spectra and multiplicities has been derived by Corwin and Greenleaf [4].

Moreover, their proof—again by layers and stratification—is substantially more

complicated than that of the inducing problem. (This is due mainly to the lack

of an analog for the step carried out in §3.) But in fact, as in the inducing sit-

uation, the argument can be dramatically simplified by reasoning by induction

on dim G/H and utilizing the 4-case procedure of §2.

Let G be simply connected nilpotent, H a closed connected subgroup. Let

cf c 0*, % c b* be a G-orbit and //-orbit, respectively. Take p = pg t).

Definition 4.1. We set

n& % = #//-orbits in ¿f n p~ ' (%).

If tp g (f and xp g %7 we write zz       for nff % , where tf = G-tp , %f = H -xp.

Also if it G G corresponds to c? and v G H corresponds to %, we write

nn v ~ ntv tí ■ On occasion we mix the notation, e.g., n  v as in §3.

The basic result is the following:

Theorem 4.2. Let tp Gg*, it = it   G G. Then

Jp(G-cp)IH
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where 77H G is the push-forward of the canonical measure on G-tp under G-tp —►

p(G ■ tp)/H, and n      is as specified in Definition 4.1.

Proof. The argument is by induction on dim G/H.

dimG/H = 1. H must be normal ( G is nilpotent). In this case Theorem

4.2 is a special case of Theorem 6.2.

dim G/H > 1. The nilpotency of G gives the existence of N, closed con-

nected, H c N < G, dim G/N = 1. By the induction hypothesis, the theorem

is true for N and H. Now since we are dealing with functionals, orbits, and

representations on three different groups, let us be very systematic about nota-

tion:

(p G 0* , 0 G n* , (C6f)*,

it = nvGG, y = ygGÑ, v = v^ G H.

We may suppose these are all generic functionals. Indeed, for given tp G g*,

generically on pe ¡¡(G-tp) it is true that tp is generic for xp Gp  ^(G-tp) ; i.e., it

is a generic representation in the induced representation Ind^ v   (see Appendix

to this section).

Now for the basic computation. By restriction in stages, Theorem 6.2, and

the induction hypothesis, we have

f®
\l// = (kJat)U = / n,,eVe\Hd*N,G(e)

JPiAG-<p)IN

(B) = r r n   eng^  dkeHN(xp)dfNG(8)

n9,VVy,dk9H,G(V)-
lp,A(G-ip)IH

We must prove equation (B). For bookkeeping purposes, recall

nf v = #//-orbits in P~\{0V) nG-tp,

ngv = #//-orbits in p'fa) nN-8,

n9 g = #Ar-orbits in p~[(N ■ 8) n G • tp .

In fact the numbers n  g are identically 1. To see that, let us specify our two

dichotomous situations again: Either

(i) dim G-tp = 2 dim H - tp - dim H • xp or

(ii) dim G-tp > 2 dim H - tp - dim H ■ xp

and either

(a) Ind^ vg is irreducible or

(b) IndGNvg = f®ity+ladt.
Referring back to Theorem 0.1 for the restriction aspect of (a) and (b) we know

that in case (a)

n \N = / yg ds,    multiplicity free and P~[(N -8S) = Ns ■ tp has one A^-orbit;

-J
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whereas in case (b)

it J N = yg   and p~ (N • 0) n G • tp = N • tp also has one A^-orbit.

(The latter is because g • tp\n = n - 8 => n~ gGGg = Gv=>g-tp = n-tp.) Thus

the numbers n   e are generically 1.

We first prove that the representations on the two sides of equation (B) are

quasi-equivalent by showing that the spectra are the same and the measures are

equivalent. Then we establish equal multiplicity by looking at the four cases

separately. Equal spectra is almost obvious. On the right side, the spectrum

consists of the irreducible representations of H whose orbits lie in ps ^(G-tp).

On the left, it is the representations whose orbits lie in pn ^(N ■ pe n(G - tp)) —

Pn t)(Ps n(G • <P)) = P„ h(G • <P) ■ The measures are also the same. In case (b) this

is absolutely obvious since p n(G • tp) = N • 8 and the measures on either side

are actually identical. In case (a) we have pg n(G • tp) = \JS N - 8S and a fiber

space

N'ds      -     PBn(G-<P)

I
G/N.

Moreover, the push-forward of the canonical measure on G-tp is the natural

fiber measure (i.e., Lebesgue measure on the base and the canonical measure on

the fiber). The entire picture is //-equivariant, so it factors to a fiber space

P,A^-es)/H   -   PeA(G-<p)/H
Ï

G/N

and the measure classes on the two sides of equation (B) are seen to be equal.

Now we turn to our case-by-case verification of equal multiplicity. We first

consider case (b). In that situation, the outer integration on the left side of (B)

is a point evaluation, and we must prove nv v = ng v for generic xp.

(iib) Here we have for generic xp, dimG • tp > 2 dim// • tp - dim H - xp .

By Proposition 3.4 we have n = +oo. The relevant facts in case (b) are

nv\N = yg and p n(G • tp) = N • 0. We also have dim0 • tp = dimn • 0 and

0? = 00 > so that hp = he . Therefore

dim n • 0 = dim g • tp > 2 dim b - tp - dim f) • xp

= 2 dim b - 8 - dim b-xp.

Hence, Proposition 3.4 gives ng    = +00.

(ib) We continue with it \N = yg, but this time dimG • tp = 2dim// • tp -

dim H - xp . The exact same argument as in (iib) shows that

dimN - 8 = 2dimH - 8 - dimH - xp.

Therefore in this case both n      and ng     are finite. Why are they equal? First

of all, the canonical projection

Gxpnp-^-tG-enp;^)
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is a bijection. It is obviously surjective. It is injective because if gx • <p\n =

g2 • <p\n, then gx- tp = g2- tp (since Gg = G —see case (b) in §3). Next I claim

that

The inclusion D is obvious, and the reverse inclusion follows from G = NGg .

Hence n      = #//-orbits on G • tp 7\p~ (<fv) must be the same as ne    = #//-

orbits on N- 0 npn"[(if).

The argument in case (a) is considerably more subtle. We restate equation

(B) in that case

/®    r® r®I ne,#v*dk¿,NMds= I 'WV^gM-
Jp(N-8s)IH Jp(G-tp)/H

(iia) Now we have it \N = f® yg ds, and in the first instance we assume

unequal dimension, i.e.,

dim G • tp > 2 dim H • tp - dim H - xp.

We know that nm ,„ is infinite. We show that n„ ,„ = #  //-orbits on N • 8n

P~\(@¿) is also infinite for a.a.s. We know, by Theorem 0.1, that

dim N -8 = dim G • tp -2.

Next we reason as in case (a) of §§2 and 3 (more precisely §2(iia) and §3 proof

of Proposition 3.4):

dimg • 0 npB"¡(rj • xp) = dimn¿ n/»~¡(h¿(h))

= dimn¿nh¿(n)

= dimín^ + h¥f

= (dimn - dimn^) - (dimf)^ - dimlj^)

= dim 0 • 0 - dim b • 9 + dim if .

We know dim 0 • 0 = dim g- tp - I. Since both sides of the inequality

dim 0 • tp > 2 dim b • f - dim &v

are even, we have

dim 0 • 0 > 2 dim b- tp - dim b • xp.

Hence

dimG-0np~¡(^,) >dimH-tp >dim//-0.

At this point we cannot simply deduce ng    = +00 because dimN-dC\p~A(c?v)

may be one less than that of G • 0 npn"J((^ ). (In §2 the dimension inequality

with G • 0 was enough to deduce infinite multiplicity.) But we can reason as

follows. We have

G-8 = \jNs-8 = {jN-8s.
s s
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Therefore G • 0 n p  X(tfu) = (jsN ■ 8sDp  x (@v). As always xp g p(G • tp) is

generic. Suppose there is a set of positive measure X such that

dim N-Osnp~l {<?„) = dimG-6 np~l{t?v),    VsgX.

Then ng     = +00, s G X, and there is nothing further to prove in this case.

Otherwise
-1 -1

dimN-8snp    (tfv)<dimG-8r\p  \<9V)   a.a.seR.

It is possible then that dim// • 0i = dimN • 8S 7\p~X(tfv)   a.a.s G R, and then

ng     < 00, a.a.s. But note that in such an eventuality, we must have a set of

positive measure Y such that N-8f\p~x (tfv) # 0. Then for all 5 G Y, we have

p(N -8 )7\pp~X((f ) y¿ 0, which says that v occurs with infinite multiplicity in

r®     r®

Js€Y Jp(N-8s
tf,\Hm

)/H

Either way we get infinite multiplicity on both sides of equation (B).

We come at last to the trickiest case.

(ia) This time it \N = f® ye ds and we are in the equal dimension situation,

dimG • tp = 2dim// • tp - dimc^ . Then n is finite (generically). We must

show that it agrees with the multiplicity on the left side of equation (B). First

we show that (generically) the multiplicities zi0      are finite. Indeed

2dim// • 0 < dim W • 0 + dim¿f

= dim G ■ tp -2 + dim &v

= 2 dim H • tp -2.

Hence

dim//- 0 = dim//- tp - 1.

This, together with the equations

dim N • 8 = dim G • tp - 2   and    dim G • tp = 2 dim H • tp - dimc^,

implies that

dim N ■ 8 = dim// • 0 - dim if .

Hence

dimH ■ 8 = dimN ■ 8 np'1^).

Allowing ä to vary now, we see that either

dim/r'-ÔJ = dimAr.ôinp-1(^I/)   or   N-dsnp~l{0v) = 0.

In particular, the multiplicities ng     are finite (see Remark 2.1(a)).

Now it is not true that n = ng —it is more subtle than that. Well, exactly

as in (ia) of §2 we have a surjection

G-vnp-^^G-enp;^)
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which sets up a bijection of //-orbits. Once again we have

G-0np-yj ^ (Jat-0$n/TVj.
s

By the above remarks, we must have that all but a finite number of the intersec-

tions in the above union are empty. That is, there is a finite number sx, ... ,sr

(which will depend on xp in general) such that

r

G-dnp-x(tf¡/) = \jN-8s¡np-x(cfi/),

1=1

a disjoint union. Moreover,

nf v = #//-orbits in G • 0 C\p~X(rfv)

r

i=\

But the latter is precisely the multiplicity in the direct integral of the left side of

equation (B). This proves equality of multiplicity in equation (B) and completes

our proof of Theorem 4.2.

4a. Appendix

We show here that if tp G g* and xp Gp(G ■ tp) is generic, then tp is generic

for p (H • xp), i.e., it is a generic representation in Indw v . Our proof is,

as expected, by induction on dim G/H.

dim G/H = 1 . Then H is normal and the result follows immediately from

Theorem 0.1.

dim G/H > 1 . As usual, we insert N between H and G, H c N < G,

dim G/N = 1. By the induction assumption, the result is true for the pair

H c N. Let tp G 0*, xp Gp AG-tp). We distinguish between cases (a) and (b)

of Theorem 0.1.

Case (b). Then p    (G-tp) = N-8, so xpGpntx(N-8) is generic. By induction,

0 is generic for P~\(H ■ xp). But N ■ 8 = N ■ 8S and so all the functionals 8S

are generic. Finally, since

g f®
IndH yg = J    nf+tadt,

it is clear that tp is generic for p~b(// • xp).

Case (a). Then p ^(G ■ tp) = \Jspn h(N ■ 8s). Then for some s, xp G

pn ^(N • 8s) and is generic there. Once again the induction argument applies,

giving 8s  generic forpnh(H ■ xp).   Since  Ind^y^ = it  ,   tp  is generic for

p7\(H-xp).    Q.E.D.
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5. More refined results on multiplicity

Substantial emphasis is placed in [2] on the fact that the stratification by

layers method enables one to deduce that in the decomposition of Ind^ v one

has either uniform infinite multiplicity or bounded finite multiplicity. But in

fact layers are not needed—that result (and more) is an elementary consequence

of some standard facts from real algebraic geometry.

Proposition 5.1. For either the induced representation Ind^ v or the restriction

k\h, the spectral multiplicity function satisfies the condition: either it is identi-

cally +00 or else it is finite and bounded.

Proof. First of all, by induction in stages, it is enough to prove the first half of

the proposition for the case that v is a character / . According to Theorem 1.5,

Lemma 1.4, and Corollary 1.3, either Ind^/ is of uniform infinite multiplicity

or generically on h    the multiplicity is given by

j.
#conn.comp. of G • tp n b   .

Thus we must show the latter is finite and uniformly bounded over the orbits

that intersect bx . But the coadjoint action is defined by polynomials; i.e., there

exist coordinates on 0* and n = dim g polynomial functions pig ,tp), g G G,

tp Gg*, such that

g-tp = (px(g,tp),...,pn(g,tp)).

Furthermore

G-tpr\b^ = lg-tp: ^ai]pj(g,(p)=Xi,i= 1, ... ,r = dimi)

for certain real numbers a.., A(, which depend only on b and x • Writing

r    I n

<ra,l,f = \C\\g-(P-  J2aijPM'rt=ki\  '
Í-1  I ;=1 J

we see from Theorem 1.5 that (in the equal dimension case)

n,„ „ = n„ j „ = #conn.comp. of %7. ¡

By Whitney's theorem [17], n     < 00. The assertion of the proposition is that

SUP"a,A,p<°°-
cf

But in fact more is true. By [17], we have

(1) supzza/l    <oo.
a,k,cp

An upper bound on the number of components depends only on the degree of

the polynomials p. and the number of variables n = dim0, i.e., only on the
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structure of G itself. This proves the assertion about the multiplicity of the

induced representation.

In fact, the inequality ( 1 ) implies the assertion for the restricted representa-

tion as well. Indeed, for tp G g*, the multiplicities in it \H are given (by The-

orem 4.1) for v g H by n^ v = #//-orbits in G • tp n b*~(c?v). If n v > 0, we

know there exists t cb and xp G ï*, xp[l, t] = 0, such that n     = n     =# K-

orbits in G • tp n t . Since the bound in ( 1 ) is independent of a and X, i.e., of

b or 6 or xp, it must be that the multipliities n      are bounded as a function

of v . (Note we are using that on p(G ■ tp) the generic dimG • tp n P~X(<p)

must be constant, so that we have either uniform infinite multiplicity or finite

multiplicity given by the number of components in the intersection.)

Remark 5.2. Corwin and Greenleaf have obtained another very interesting mul-

tiplicity result in [3]—namely that in the finite multiplicity case, the parity of

the multiplicity function is constant.

Part II. Nonnilpotent groups

Our ultimate goal is to generalize the results of Part I as far as possible to

nonnilpotent groups. The guiding philosophy is the orbit method. It suggests

that our main results (Theorems 1.5, 2.2, 3.1, 4.2) should generalize unchanged

to exponential solvable groups and in modified—but quite similar—form to

general Lie groups. We shall be concerned with both types of generalizations in

the future. Thus the three sections of Part II should be viewed as preamble to

this effort. §§6 and 7 are critical to the exponential solvable case (although §7

has broader application). §8 contains a variety of nonnilpotent examples.

6. Normal coset spaces

In this section we shall give orbital descriptions of both induced and restricted

representations in the case that the groups are exponential solvable and the

subgroup is normal. The results of this section do not depend on anything from

Part I. They are a blend of the orbit picture for exponential solvable groups

with the Mackey machine (and some material from [10]).

Let G be simply connected exponential solvable, N<G a closed connected

normal subgroup. We do not assume dim G/N = 1 here.

Theorem 6.1. Let 0 € n*, y = yg G Ñ the corresponding representation, p =

pn   . Then

G Í®
(2) Indv>'0=/ 7tVdliG,N((P)

Jp-i{N'8)/N

where pG H is the push-forward of the canonical measure on p~~ (N • 8) under

p~x(N ■ 8) —► p~X(N • 8)/N. Moreover, the multiplicity in the direct integral is

identically 1 or +<x>, according as dimN• tp = dim(G- tp<7\p~ (N • 8)) or not,
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for generic tp G p X(N • 0) ; equivalently dim G • tp = 2 dim N • tp - dim N • 8

or not. In either case, the multiplicity n   9 of it   in Ind^ ye is # N-orbits in

G-tpnp~x(N-8).

Note that Theorems 3.1, 3.5 specialize to the first statement of Theorem 6.1

when H is normal. The new property of uniform multiplicity 1 or oo is an

added feature of the normal situation.

Proof. We begin with a quick presentation of the Mackey machine and its in-

teractions with the orbit method on exponential solvable Lie groups. Since G is

exponential solvable, the closed subgroups Gg and Gy = GgN are connected.

Let y be an extension of y to G satisfying y(g)y(g~ ng) = y(n)y(g), n g N,

g G G . y may be a projective representation—as such it determines a multi-

plier or cocycle co on G which drops down to GIN. y is not unique, but

the class of to is. The multiplier to is exactly the obstruction to extending y

to an ordinary representation of G , and that is the same as the obstruction to
iß

extending Xe~e    from A^ to a character of Ge [5].

Now it is proved in [10] that

G f®
(3) IndNye= _ (dimo)n    dp (o).

J(cr,IN)a'y '

The meanings of the symbols are as follows: (G7/N)œ''' denotes the w -represen

tations of GIN, it g = IndG a ®y are the irreducible representations of G

specified by the Mackey machine, and p   is the projective Plancherel measure

on (G7/N)Wy. The group G/N is also exponential solvable, and therefore it

must be that the multiplicity

( I,     G/N abelian and to trivial,
dim o = < y y

y oo,    otherwise.

Now we must show that the direct integrals in equations (2) and (3) are the

same. This requires—as in the proofs of equations (A) and (B) in Part I—that

we show the spectra are the same, the measures are equivalent, and the mul-

tiplicities are identical. That the spectra are the same is an easy consequence

of the orbit method. The linear functionals in 0* that give rise to representa-

tions in G that lie over y = yg in the Mackey machine are exactly those in

G-p~x(N-8) = G-p~x(8) [6,7]. But the mapping

p~X(N■ 8) ^ G ■ p~x(N■ 8)/G = G■ p~x(8)/G

is surjective. So the spectra of (2) and (3) are the same.

Next we examine the multiplicities. Consider the orbits Q in 0* which

satisfy Qnp~x(N-d) ¿0. Let tp G Q, tp\n = 8. Then if g-tp\nGN-8 we

must have n G N such that n~x g G Gg. That is, g G GgN. Conversely, if
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g G GeN, then g ■ tp\n g N ■ 8 . Hence:

if n G G and Q^ is the corresponding orbit, then either Q^ n

p-x(N -8) = 0 or Qnnp~x(N-8) = GgN ■ tp , for some tp g

Qnnp-x(N-8).

In particular, in the nonempty intersection case, Qn np~x(N ■ 8) is connected

and

dimQ^ np~x(N• 0) = dimGeN/G9 .

Now suppose we are in the multiplicity-free case of formula (3). Then G/N

is abelian and the Mackey obstruction vanishes. Let tp Gp~x(8). Set 7, = tp\ •

Since G/N ~ Gg/Ng is abelian and there is no obstruction to extending the

character xe fr°m Ne to Gg, it must be that (gg)i = gg for any 7\ G g*g,

fin, = eL0 • But il is also true that (ge)i = g^ + ng (see [11, p. 271, (v)] or

[13, Corollary 3.5]). Therefore Gg = GçNg . But then G • tpnp~x(N ■ 8) =

GgN • tp = NGg • tp = N ■ tp, and so the direct integral in formula (2) is also

multiplicity-free.

On the other hand, suppose we are in the uniformly infinite case of formula

(3). Then either G/N is nonabelian, or it is abelian and the multiplier toy

is nontrivial. In either case, the generic (projective) representations of G/N

are infinite-dimensional. Therefore, generically, the functionals 7, G g*g , ¿;|n =

0|    , have the property that (gg)i § gg . This time then dim(gp + ne) < dimg0

for generic tp G p~ (8). Hence

dim G • tp n/T1 (N ■ 8) = dim GgN/Gp > dim G^N/G^

= dim N/N = dim N ■ tp.

That is, the multiplicity in formula (2) is generically equal to +oo. This

concludes the proof of equal multiplicity. (Note we omit the proof that the

multiplicity-free case is equivalent to the second equality in the statement of

the theorem. This is absolutely identical to Proposition 3.4.)

It remains only to show the measure classes in formulas (2) and (3) are

the same. In fact I will write down an underlying isomorphism of the measure

spaces that carries one measure onto the other. First of all, by the final paragraph

in §3, we know that pyG N is the push-forward of Lebesgue measure on p~~ (8).

On the other hand, if we set g*g = {7, G g*g : c;|n = 0|n } , then Plancherel measure

on (G7/N)w' is nothing more than the push-forward of Lebesgue mesaure on g*g

under the map j^ —► g*g/Gg . We use [12, p. 360]. Consider the map £ —> G-tp^,

g*g —> g*/G, where tp^ =any extension to g of the linear functional on g0 + n

which agrees on n with 0 and on gg with 7,. If tp', is another extension, then

(p'\      = <p \   +n => tp' = ne • tp,, ng G Ng . So 7, —» tp, is well defined. The map
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is obviously surjective on G ■ p~ (8)/G. Finally, we have

G-tpi = G-(pioGg-7 = Gg-7,x.

Indeed if gg -7. = C,, then gg • tp^^ = tp^ |ße+n => c»{¡ = nggg ■ <pi . Conversely

if g-tpi = <pit , then 0 = tp(¡ |n = g-tp(\„ = g-8, i.e., g G Ge . The equality of the

measure classes—both push-forwards of Lebesgue measure—is now evident.

Next we turn our attention to restrictions. The analog of Theorem 6.1 is

Theorem 6.2. Let tp G g*, it = it   G G the corresponding representation, p =

pa „. Then9 ,n

(4) %U=/ We^.c^'
Jp(G-co)/N

where XnN G is the push-forward of the canonical measure on G-tp under G-tp ->

p(G • tp) -* p(G • <p)/N. Moreover, the multiplicity function

n<f g = §N-orbits inp    (N -8)C\G-tp

is identically 1 or +00 according to the same conditions as Theorem 6.1 (except

generic on 8 instead of tp).

Proof. We start with the Mackey machine as in Theorem 6.1. Set 0 = tp\n,

y = ye G Ñ, and y an extension determining the Mackey cocycle to . There is

a unique o G (GÇ/N)*0'1', which is determined by 7, = <p\    (see [12]), so that

KV = ny,a = lnáGG.,a®y-

Moreover, by the work in [10] we know

Í®
(5) ny,a\N= /      (dimcT^-y^.

JG/G-.

Now, exactly as before, G/N is exponential solvable and the generic represen-

tations of (G~/N)œ7 are all of the same dimension, i.e., 1 or 00. The former

occurs iff Gy/N is abelian and to is trivial. We must show the identity of the

direct integral decompositions (4) and (5).

The spectra are clearly the same. Indeed the spectrum in (4) is p(G-tp)/N =

G• 8/N c n*/N, which agrees with G-y c Ñ under the Kirillov identification

of n*/Af with /V. Next come the multiplicities. But for this it is virtually

sufficient to cite the proof of Theorem 6.1. We saw there that

#Ar-orbits on p~ ' (W. 0) n G • tp = 1

«*• GñN = GN <*Gfí = GNfí0 if 8 if     8

o Gy/N is abelian and toy is trivial;
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and in the contrary case

#AT-orbits on p~ (N • 0) n G-tp = +00

<=> dim N -tp < dim G • tpC\p~ (N ■ 8)

<=> the generic representations o of (G7/N)œ'' are

oo-dimensional.

Finally, the spectral measures are exactly the same—indeed

p(G ■ tp)/N = G-8/N= G/GgN = G/Gy

and the canonical quotient measure classes are identical.

7. Conormal coset spaces

We are still interested in decomposing induced representations Ind^ v but,

unlike the situation in the last section, in which H was normal, we assume

now H is conormal. This means that G is a semidirect product G = HN

where N is normal. The main impetus for the study of conormally induced

representations has come from two sources. The first is the study of symmetric

spaces as, for example, in [16 or 20]. The second—and more to the point

here—is the study of exponential solvable homogeneous spaces. As mentioned

in the introduction, much of the argumentation of §§3, 4 really depends on

the nilpotency of G only to ensure the existence of the codimension 1 normal

subgroup N. If N exists a priori, the technique of Part I can be employed.

When does A^ fail to exist? The typical situation is exemplified by the ax + b-

group

a-{{I   ?):*>0,4e„}    wi«hH={(2   î)=.>0}.

H is not contained in any proper normal subgroup of G. But this is a typical

conormal subgroup, and the understanding of Indw v is critical to the study of

exponential solvable homogeneous spaces.

Now the same thread that is present in Kirillov [9], Auslander-Kostant [1],

Pukanszky [19], Duflo [6, 7], and Lipsman [12, 13] is present here. Namely, we

seek an orbital description of the harmonic analysis of L (G/H). The main

ingredients of that analysis are given by the Mackey machine. For these Mackey

parameters to disappear from the final picture, we must understand the inter-

play between the Mackey and orbital parameters (as we did, e.g., in §6). In

this section we give the main Mackey machine result for conormally induced

representations. Its interplay with orbits will be considered in future publica-

tions. One simplification we will make now—the irreducible representations

of exponential solvable groups are monomial, so we will assume the inducing

representation is a character.

Let G = HN be a semidirect product of locally compact groups, A^ normal

and type I. The representations of G produced by the Mackey machine are as
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follows. Let y G Ñ, H   the stability group. Let y be any extension of y to

H   satisfying

(6) y(h)y(h~lnh) = y(n)y(h),       nGN,hGHy.

y is not uniquely defined, but the Mackey cocycle (class) defined by

y(hx)y(h2) = toy(hx,h2)~y(hxh2),       h{ g Hy,

is uniquely determined. We may assume co   is a normalized multiplier—i.e.,

co (h,h~x) = 1. The Mackey machine representations are given by

7ly,a = lndH,,Na®yXy> ° S Hy ' ■

We have

ny,a-ny'o' *>^g£G,g-y~y',g-o~o'.

In case Ñ/H is countably separated and all the little group duals Hy' are type

I, we obtain all the irreducible representations of G this way.

Theorem 7.1. Suppose N is unimodular, Ñ/H is countably separated, and y

is type I for pN-a.a y G Ñ. Let

f®
y=      .       ny(a)ffdlly((T)

JH?y-y

be the unique direct integral decomposition of y. Then

g Í®    f®
lndH l = /      / _ ny(ä)nyadp (o)dpN(y),

JÑ/HJHfy

where pN is the push-forward of the Plancherel measure pN on Ñ.

Proof. First we observe that the final result does not depend on the choice of

the Mackey extensions y. Indeed any other extension y, that satisfies equation

(6) is of the form yx = %9 , X a unitary character of H . Note that the notation

ny a is slightly abusive— n  f a is more accurate. It is clear that

*7.*>s,Wf   i{h=xy.

Furthermore if

y=f     n-(o)odpy(o),
J H y CO,.

then

X7=l     ny(o)xodp (o)= j     ny(x~o)odp   (o).
Jft?y JH?y    ' '■'

That is,

nxy(o) = ny(xo),       oGHyy.

It follows that the expression

f®
/._   ny(ff)7Iy1y,crd¡ly(a)

JHfy
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is independent of the choice of y . Indeed

nh&*i.h ,o = nz}W*rat* = nr(X*K,?,Xo >

so that the change of variable x^ — P effects the proof.

Next we square away a few modular functions. To conform to [10], we put

all group actions on the right—e.g., n • h = h~xnh , (y ■ h)(n) = y(n • h~x), etc.

We use A for modular functions, e.g.,

AH(x) [ f(xh) dh= f f(h) dh,       fe CC(H),
Jh J h

where dh =right Haar measure on H. We also define the modulus q for the

action of H on N by

(7) q(h) [ f(hnh~x)dn= [ f(n)dn,       f G Cc(N).
Jn J n

It is an easy exercise to verify that

AG(nh) = AG(h) = q(h)AH(h).

Now since A^ is unmodular and type I, it has a nice Plancherel theorem:

there are a measurable field of Hubert spaces y —► 3?, a measurable field of

irreducible unitary representations y —» T G y on %f, and a positive Borel

measure pN so that

f^Ty(f) = j f(n)Ty(n)dn,       feCc(N),

extends to a unitary operator

F: L2(N) - r^^(^)dpN(y)
JÑ

intertwining X®p with ¡®T®TdpN(y). Here X and p denote the left and

right regular representations, and 7(7' TT^ffiT) m %7 ® 7%f is the Hubert space

of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on %7 . As usual the identification of %7' 5^(^fA

with %7y<à~Wy is via 7^(0 = (7,,n)7,, ¡7 ,n ,7, G %7y, extended by linearity

and continuity. It is routine to check that for any bounded operator D on %7

we have

Equation (7) says that Haar measure on A^ is relatively invariant under H

with modulus q . After transforming by 7?, it must be that Plancherel measure

pN is also relatively invariant, this time with modulus q~ —i.e.,

9(A)"1 / \\f(yh~l)\\22dpN(y)= [j\f(y)f2dpr
JÑ JÑ

(y).

Next we disintegrate (Ñ ,pN) under the action of H (see [10]). Fix a pseu-

doimage pN (i.e., a push-forward) of pN under /V -» Ñ/H.  It is standard
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Borel measure since Ñ/H is countably separated. Then by [10, p. 128] there

exist uniquely determined relatively invariant measures dh on H/H  such that

¡F(y)dpN(y)=f      f     F(yh)dhdpN(y)
JÑ JÑ/HJH/H-.

(the shorthand is y = y • H). The modulus of (a.a. of) the relatively invariant

measures dh must be the same as the modulus of pN [10, p. 108], i.e., q~ .

But it is well known that the homogeneous space H/H  has a relatively invariant

measure (with modulus q ) iff the function hy —► AH(hy)AH (hy)~   satisfies

qy(hy)=AH(hy)AHy(hy)-X,        hyGHy.

In particular, the latter extends to a continuous character of H to R* which

agrees with q~  .

Now with all these preliminaries set, we can get to the details of the actual
c y

proof. We begin by realizing the induced representation R = Indw 1 on L (N).

We can do this since G = HN.  Indeed, using the standard formulas for an

induced representation [ 10] and restricting the function space to N, we obtain

R(n)f(nx) = f(nxn),

R(h)f(nx) = q(h)-X/2f(h-Xnxh),        fGL2(N).

Next we transfer the action of R to J® ^"7?p(^i)dpN(y) via !F. But before

doing that we must make a selection. For each pair h G H, y G Ñ we select a

unitary operator

~y(h):^rh^^y

so that

Ty(hnh~x) = y(h)Ty.h(n)y(hfl,       nGN,hGH.

This can be done in a measurable way. Note that when h G Hy, then y • h = y

and the operator y(h) may be taken to be a Mackey extension. Also we leave

it to the reader to check the existence of a measurable function co on H x H

so that

(9) y(hk) = y(h)(yhf(k)coy(h,k),       h,kGH.

Thus to \H xH   is the Mackey multiplier.

Now we write {Ty} to denote an element of /e ^S"(^). These are Hubert

Schmidt operator fields over jV , specified pN-a.e. A simple computation reveals

that if R = 9r o R ogr-i ; then

(10) R(n){Ty) = {Tyry(n)-X},       R(h){Ty} = {q(h)XI2y(h)Ty.hy(h)~X} ■

But from the disintegration of (Ñ ,pN) under the action of H we have

P*&{Z')dnNiy)=r   ¡&   S?S?(%U)dhdpN(y).
JÑ Jñ/hJh/h..
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It is completely evident from the formulas (10) that the inside integrals are G-

invariant (under R ). Thus to prove the theorem, it is enough to prove that the

action of G via R on

/Jh
*S>{*rk)dh

'ft IH.

is unitarily equivalent to the representation

(11) I- ny(c)7tyodpy(a).
J H.. '

In fact we shall write down an explicit intertwining operator. But because of

the way we set up the structure, it will be more convenient to conjugate equa-

tion (11). So to exhibit the operator, we return to the Mackey machine and

reparametrize slightly. Write

it- a = Indw N a ® y x y,       y the conjugate representation, a G H~y.

We may realize this induced representation in the space of Borel functions

f'.H^%ra®Wy

which satisfy

f(hxh) = [o(hx)®J(hx)]f(h),       hGH,hxGHv,
i      —
dh < oo

/,

via the action

(12a) n-a(k)f(h) = f(hk)qy(k)-xl\       h,keH,

(12b) it-a(n)f(h) = Vy(hnh~X)f(h),       hGH,nGN   (see [10]).

We call the above space 7%f- a . Now we define an intertwining operator <I> that

maps

<D:   f@   Z'S'iZ'Jdh^ C n(oW\adpy(o).
JH/Hy JH"';1

In order to define O we invoke the hypothesis of the theorem to know there is

a unitary operator

%-^y->     T    ̂ y(°)dßy(0)
J Hwy

which intertwines y and /Jt, ny(o)o dpy(o). That is, for 7, G %7\, Q>y(Ç) is a

measurable field of vectors {^(7.))a€fi„.. , where <P"(¿¡) G Wy(o)—a space on

which H  acts by ny(o)o(py-a.e.). Thus

<p"y(mï) = ny(tT)cT(h)<!>ay(Ç),       hGHy.

Next, to define O we set
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where

fJ(h) = ̂ f(h)Trhm-1,

h —> fj(h) is a Borel function with values in Hilbert-Schmidt operators from

%? to ßf(o), i.e., an element of %?y(o)®7Wy. (We use equation (8) to identify

sf <g> ~38 sa %7' 77(38 ,sf) for Hilbert spaces sé ,3§ .) Moreover

fl(^h) = ̂ y(hyh)Ty%hy(hyh)-x

= ^y(hAy(h)Trhy(h)~x~y(hy)-x

= [ny(a)c®tl(hy)fa(h),

because of the intertwining property of O^ and the identification in the second

of equations (8). It is clear, virtually by definition, that \\fa (-)||2 is square-

integrable on H/H . Thus the operator O is well defined. We must show that

it is unitary and that it intertwines the associated group actions. Unitarity is

clear—by definition and the fact that the y(h) are unitary operators. We show

the intertwining property by separating out the A^ and H actions. We compute

fna'T(h) = <S>°y~y(h)(R(n)T)rhy(h)-x

= ®;y(h)Ty.hry.h(n)-xy(h)-x

= fl(h)y(h)Ty.h(n)-xy(h)~X

= fJ(hWy(hnh-x) = n-fJ

by equation (12b) and the second of equations (8) again. Also

ft'T(h) = <t>°yy(h)(R(k)T)y.hy(h)-X

= <y(h)q(k)XI\y ■ hf(k)T     (y ■ hf(k)-xy(h)~l

= q(k)XI2&yy(hk)Trhky(hk)-X

= «(k)X,2fl(hk)=k.fa

by equation (12a) and the equality of q with q~x . Note we also used (9) (the

co 's cancel out in the application).   Q.E.D.

Note. It is a cute exercise to apply Theorem 7.1 to the situation where G = SxS,

// = A   ={(j,î):je5}, N = {(I ,s): s gS) , S a unimodular type I group.

Theorem 7.1 may be extended by allowing the inducing representation to be

any character, not just the identity. The proof is basically the same and so I

shall not repeat it. Here is the precise result.

Theorem 7.2. Suppose N is unimodular, Ñ/H is countably separated, and y

is type I (a.e.). Let
r®

y= L„.n?^adLiy(°)
J tt.. '
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as in Theorem 7.1. Let x e H be a character and set x» = X I H,■ Then

g f®    f®
Ind//*= /      /.5 ny(Xyo-)n    du (o)dpN(y),

the notation interpreted exactly as in Theorem 1.1.

Remark 7.3. Viewed from the Mackey perspective, these theorems say that to

describe the decomposition of the induced representation, it is enough to un-

derstand the decomposition of y . That in itself is a very interesting problem.

The most interesting case is when N is simply connected nilpotent. If H is

a group of automorphisms of N preserving some y G Ñ, the problem is to

describe the representation y of H. The question has been studied extensively

for H semisimple (the Weil or oscillator representation). It is also interesting

to ponder other categories of H (e.g., H nilpotent or exponential solvable)

and what the "orbital description" of y might look like. In our next publica-

tion (on exponential solvable homogeneous spaces) we shall have to deal with

H abelian. Other questions one may ask in general are: when is y of finite

multiplicity? multiplicity free? quasi-equivalent to the regular representation?

8. Examples

In this last section we present various examples of direct integral decomposi-

tions of nonnilpotent homogeneous spaces. For simplicity we keep to Ind^ 1,

i.e., the quasi-regular representation. Our primary concern here is to indicate

how it may be possible to generalize Theorem 2.2 to nonnilpotent groups G.

In fact, we expect it to go over unchanged to exponential solvable groups and

in "some modified form" to more general groups. The examples presented here

may be thought of as clues or signposts to the as yet unspecified final formula-

tion.

I shall present only the direct integral formulas here—not their detailed

derivations. This is to keep down the length of the exposition.

(i) The split oscillator. Let G = expg, where g is the 4-dimensional expo-

nential solvable Lie algebra having generators W, X, Y, Z satisfying bracket

relations

[W,X] = X,        [W,Y] = -Y,        [X,Y] = Z.

A cross section for the generic orbits in g* is given by

f = {tp = colV* + ÇZ* : 7 ¿ 0,co GR}.

Let H = expRW. Then every generic orbit meets b , and if we denote a

push-forward of Lebesgue measure by a dot, we have

G f®
lndH 1= it dtp.

hxiH

n9 = #//-orbits on G • tp n bx = 2,    for all tp(m >{) G &, co ¿ 0.

Furthermore
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G and H are algebraic exponential solvable, and in fact we shall prove all of

Theorems 1.5, 2.2, 3.1, 4.1 for such groups in our next paper in this series.

(Note H is conormal.)

(ii) Grélaud's example. Let G = expg, where g is the 3-dimensional ex-

ponential solvable Lie algebra having generators W, X, Y satisfying bracket

relations

[W,X] = X-Y,    [W ,Y] = X+Y.

The generic coadjoint orbits are 2-dimensional. Let H = expRy. The generic

orbits meet b . Moreover, they meet in a 1-dimensional variety on which H

has open orbits. But there are infinitely many such orbits. This example was

pointed out to me by L. Corwin as an example wherein Theorem 1.1 fails for

exponential solvable groups—i.e., we have the equal dimension situation but

infinite multiplicity. Nevertheless, Theorem 2.2 still holds; i.e., we have the

formula
g fw

Ind,
'b-7//

but unlike the nilpotent case the fibers of the map b  ¡H —► G-b  ¡G are infinite

in number.

(iii) Abelian conormal coset spaces. Suppose G = HV is a semidirect prod-

uct, where F is a closed normal vector subgroup of G. We make no assumption

on H other than V/H is countably separated. The homogeneous space G/H

is actually symmetric, and the representation Ind^ 1 was decomposed in [16].

In fact

IndG
G fm
Hl=      .        nXdX,

V/H

where n   = Indw v x and dx is a pseudoimage of Lebesgue measure on  V

under V —> V/H. But the direct integral can be rewritten

G Í®
1„ 1 = /       n  dtp

JX)-L/H    r
Ind;

>t>x/H

because b is canonically and //-equivariantly identified to V ; for tp G b ,

0 = $"ID ' X(expX) = e'e{X), X G o, the subalgebra be + ° is a real polarization

for tp ; and nx is the representation associated to tp by the orbit method.

(iv) Riemannian symmetric spaces. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie

group with finite center, K a maximal compact subgroup. Let G = KAN be

an Iwasawa decomposition, P = MAN the corresponding minimal parabolic

subgroup. Then it is well known that

J Ai
Indu 1=1      nkdX

l MW

where
c ~

itx = Indp xx.       ^(wan) = A(a),A€i4,
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are the spherical principal series representations, W = ~HormK(A)/MA is the

(finite) Weyl group, the decomposition is multiplicity-free, and dX is the or-

dinar, image of Lebesgue measure dX on Â. (Actually one knows how to

describe the intertwining operator and the precise measure in the class.) Let

g = 6 + p be the Cartan decomposition corresponding to K. Then f1 is iden-

tified to p via the Killing form. Let a denote the regular elements in a c p.

Then for every tp G a , the minimal parabolic m + a-l-n is a real polarization for

tp, and the representation it   associated to tp by the orbit method is precisely

itx,X(X) = e <p' , xea. Moreover it is routine to check that G-tpDp = K-tp .

Since p/K = Â/W, we have the formula of Theorem 2.2 once again, namely

G f®
IndK 1 = /       it dtp.

(v) A non-Riemannian symmetric space. Let G = SL(2, R) and let a be the

involution determined by the outer automorphism g -> ege~x , e = (¿ _?, ).

Then H = Ga = {(aQ a°, ) : a / 0}, a split Cartan subgroup. We have

mdGHI=f    n,®YTnn
*Z — OO „ _/n

where itt is the spherical principal series induced from the minimal parabolic

{( a0 a* i ) : a / 0, b G R} by the unitary character

¡it

(; ¿)
a

and itn  is the discrete series representation whose restriction to the maximal

compact subgroup

\ \ - sin 0   cos 8 ) J

has highest (resp. lowest) weight

/ cos 0     sin 0 \

\ - sin 0   cos 0 )

j e 2me ,    n>0,

\e2ine,      KO.

The above representation is quasi-equivalent to  Indz  1,   ZG = Cent G =

{(q°): S2 = 1}, the principal series occurs with multiplicity 2, the discrete

series with multiplicity 1. Now, using the Killing form for identification, we

have

^-K? s):-'em}:
the generic G-orbits passing through b    are parametrized by

{(I D-*°M{-0'*)■■»*}■•
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the latter give rise to unitary representation iff ß is integral; and

G • tpa n b      has two components,

G • tp g n b      is connected.

Thus
g      rw

Ind„ 1=1 Kydtp,
J(t)±n¿$)/H

where 37 denotes the regular integral orbits, and the measure dtp is Lebesgue

or counting measure accordingly.

(vi) Nonexponential solvable groups. Let g be the 3-dimensional Lie algebra

with generators W, X, Y satisfying relations

[W,X] = Y,       [W,Y] = -X.

Let G = KV where V = exp(RY + RY) is a normal vector subgroup, K =

expRW is a circle (G is the group of rigid motions of the plane). Let H =

exp RX. Then

Indw 1 = IndK Ind^ 1 = IndKI    X(0,r,)d"

r® G r®

= J    Indv x{0^dn = 2 J   itpdp,

a (r
where it = Ind^/, \x\ = p. Indw 1 is quasi-equivalent to the regular rep-

resentation of G but has uniform multiplicity 2. G/H is actually symmetric

for the involution a: W —» -W, X —► X, Y -*—Y. This and the previ-

ous example give instances of non-multiplicity-free symmetric spaces, which

circumstance cannot occur for exponential solvable or Riemannian symmetric

spaces. Even so, we have that every generic orbit meets b1, and

#//-orbits on G • tpnb   is 2.

(vii) Oscillator algebras. Let A^ be the Heisenberg group of dimension 2az +

1 ; its Lie algebra n has generators X., Y-, Z, j = I, ... ,n, satisfying

[Xi ,Yj] = StjZ . Let T be an n-torus acting on the Lie algebra level by

[T„Xj] = ôijYj,        [Ti,Yj] = -öljXj.
ir»

G = TN is an oscillator group, and we may consider Indr 1. This represen-

tation is multiplicity-free; the generic functionals that occur in the spectrum

are integral cp G g* which satisfy cp(Z) = X ̂  0, <p(T.) = -sgn(X)co., cOj a

positive integer. In those cases we have G• tpnt = T-tp . Now we may modify

the example in several interesting ways. Let n = 2. Consider a single torus T

generated by an element W which satisfies

[W,XX] = YX,        [W,YX] = -XX,        [W,X2] = -Y2,        [W,Y2] = X2.
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Then Indr 1 has uniform infinite multiplicity, and the corresponding T-orbits

on the 2-dimensional variety G • tp n t are of dimension 1. But if we change

the relations to

[W,Xj] = Yj,        [W,Yj] = -Xj,       j=l,2,

then Indr 1 has finite (unbounded) multiplicity, but the orbit dimensions are

unchanged. That is, the multiplicity predicted by the geometry is infinite,

whereas the actual multiplicity is finite.

Conclusion

The examples strongly suggest that the main results of Part I have applicabil-

ity in a much wider realm than nilpotent or even exponential solvable groups.

For simplicity let us continue to restrict attention to Theorem 2.2. Then the

examples suggest the following: Let G be a connected Lie group, H a closed

(almost) connected subgroup. Then

G f®
(C) Ind^l = / it dpG H(tp)

J(t)-Lr\3l)IH

where 731 denotes the collection of orbits in g* that give rise to irreducible

unitary representations—usually thought of as regular integral orbits, but actu-

ally admissible well-polarizable in the Duflo formulation [6]. How is formula

(C) to be interpreted? The orbit method assigns representations to the func-

tional tp g 37, but it may assign more than one. It depends on the size of

the set ST"   ([6, 14]—roughly the number of characters of Gp which extend

exp X —* e"p{XX , X G g , from G° ). In general, only those which are trivial on

Gf) H will occur in (C)—usually finitely many—and with the same multiplic-

ity. The measure pG H is somewhat problematic since the variety b T\7% may

not be affine. But it will usually support a canonical measure, as recent work

of Duflo and Vergne would indicate. Finally, the multiplicity in formula (C) is

automatically

#//-orbits in G ■ <p n b± ,       <p G b± n 3t.

Now while the spectra and measures thus predicted are almost certainly cor-

rect, the multiplicity formula may be incorrect—see example (vii). (Inciden-

tally, one may construct other counterexamples, the simplest being G connected

compact, H trivial; the //-orbits in the spheres G • tp = G • tp n b are points,

but of course the regular representation has finite multiplicity.) I do not know

yet the modification of formula (C) which is true in the greatest generality. But

for (algebraic) exponential solvable groups, no modification is necessary. We

shall see in a future publication that when a codimension 1 normal subgroup

A^ containing H exists, we can generalize the arguments of Part I; and when it

does not, we can generalize the arguments of Part II, §7.
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